Introduction
Geohemical signatures recorded in calcified tissues of fishes have the potential to resolve outstanding questions about dispersal and migration dynamics of a wide variety of species. Isotope and elemental ratios of aragonitic otoliths, or ear stones, have proved particularly useful for identifying rates of natal homing (Thorrold et al., 2001 ), dispersal (Thorrold et al., 2002) , thermal histories (Valle and Herzka, 2008) , and movements across salinity gradients (Milton and Chenery, 2005) . Because otoliths are metabolically inert, accrete discrete layers incrementally, and incorporate some isotopes and elements in proportion to their ambient abundance, they can serve as useful natural tags that reflect the environmental history of a fish (Campana, 1999) .
When natal geochemical signatures are unique and distinct at appropriate geographical scales, they can then be used to identify origins of individuals at subsequent life history stages. Thus, the first step in many investigations using otoliths as natural tags is to create a baseline map of elemental and isotope signatures from potential source regions. Yet while much attention has been paid to geographical scales of variability for the ratios of interest, temporal stability is less frequently investigated. Understanding temporal variability in both isotope and elemental signatures is essential to determine whether classifications of unknown individuals can only be made using baseline data from the same cohort, or if previous baselines can be applied.
For the previous two decades, investigations into the natural tag properties of otoliths have focused on the relative abundances of elements such as Sr and Ba, typically expressed relative to Ca (Campana, 1999) . However, geographical variability in isotope ratios have emerged as powerful natural tags, particularly for species that inhabit fresh water at some stage of their life history (Kennedy et al., 1997 One-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were performed on mean isotope and elemental ratios within a river with year as a random factor. Variance components for each ANOVA were also calculated to assess the percentage of total variance explained by yearly variation in each ratio for that river. Variances were not homogeneous across years for some ratios, and thus an ln(x+1) transformation was applied to the data and the ANOVAs were recalculated. This transformation did not alter the significance of any ANOVA, and therefore only the results for the untransformed data are presented.
We used discriminant function analysis (DFA) to assess inter-annual variability of multivariate signatures for different combinations of the four chemical ratios. Quadratic DFAs were first calculated for each river using all four ratios, with otoliths grouped by year. Higher misclassification rates indicated more homogeneous multivariate signatures across years. We then recalculated the QDFA for each river, sequentially excluding each ratio in turn to determine the effect on a single ratio on inter-annual misclassification rates.
Results
Isotope and elemental ratios varied among years within each of the three rivers (Table 1) . Surprisingly, In conclusion, we observed statistically significant differences in analyses from one location, ideally with accompanying water samples, would help explore variability on these time scales. Clearly, this issue is of paramount concern to those wishing to accurately identify origins of fish and temporal variability must be accounted for in any well-designed study using otolith chemistry as a natural tag. 
